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only 1-16 of the world's
population and 1-4 of its land

area, America today is called on
to furnish

-one-quarter of the world's
agricultural supplies
-one-third of all mineral prod-
ucts
-one-third ofaillmanufactured

We as a nation must produce
more this year than ever bcfore.
The record harvest of 1920 must
be duplicated. Last year's eight
billion dollars' worth of exports
must be surpassed. And at the
same time we isce the gigantic,
ever-present problem of supplying
107,000,000 Americans' with food,

And~uaft e WIOauli8 el'tte clothes, housing, and all the requi-
This live, epringy tubber ezplaina why~ sites of life.

O'a~ana eea ea* A tremendous job-but a tre-
mendous opportunity for every
man and woman with energy to
seize it.
As one big business man said

recently, "The man with limitless
- energy is the man the world wants
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dling demands upon
5en unparalleled oy

toay. And he's going to be re-

warded as never before."

Fatigue-the greatest euemy to
your success today

Whatever you're doing-in office
or shop, in business life or indus-
trial life -it's the same story: you
must have energy to stand the
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American
portunities
of the sorce of one of the worstof an
wastes-the constant jarring and jolting
of the deHcate nervous system with every
step on hard leather heels.
The average person takes 8,000 steps

a day-suffers 8,000 such shocks, every
one a hammer blow to the nervous sys-
tem. Here is one of the great causes of
fatigue in modern life.

Remove this cause offatigue,
You can avoid this useless waste of
energy. O'Sullivan's Heels absorb the
shocks that tire you out.
To secure the resiliency, the apringi-

ness, of O'Sullivan's Heels, the highest
grades of rubber are blended by a special
formula. With this blend of live, springy
rubber are "compounded" the best tough-
ening agents known. The compound is
then "cured" or baked under high pres-
sure.

This is why O'Sullivan's Heels absorb
the jolts and jars of walking. The me
process that makes O'Sullivan's Heels
resilient gives them their great durability.
O'Sullivan's Heels will outlast three pairs
of leather heels-they often outlast two
pairs of ordinary rubber heels.

Stop pounding away yu energy. Go
to your shoe repairer today and have
O'Sullivan's Heels put on your shoes.
Insist on getting O'Sullivan'.!
NOTE-A wise econouty these day. is tohave
your repairman reole your old shoes and
At them with O'Sullivan's Heel.. They'Ll

jive you month. of extra wwlr
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